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CAHIERS DE TOPOLOGIE ET Vol. XLIX-4 (2008) 
GEOMETRIE DIFFERENTIELLE CATEGORIQUES 

ON FILTERED WEIGHTED COLIMITS OF PRESHEAVES 

To Jiri Adâmek, on his sixîieth birthday. 

by E BORCEUX* andj. ROSICKY^ 

Abstract 

Quand un topos C de préfaisceaux est localement finiment présentable 
au sens des catégories enrichies, nous prouvons que la notion de C-colimite 
pondérée filtrante se réduit au caractère filtrant au sens usuel, lorsque l'on 
évalue la situation en chaque objet C eC. 

Introduction 

The présent paper has been motivated by the interest of the second author in ho-
motopy theory and its relations with the theory of locally finitely présentable or 
accessible catégories. In this context algebraic problems enriched in simplicial sets 
appear quite naturally and thus a careful analysis of filtered colimits enriched in 
simplicial sets is needed. 

In enriched category theory over a symmetric monoidal closed category V, the 
correct notions of limit and colimit to consider are those of weighted limit and 
weighted colimit. 

\\rr\w F e £, colimw F e £ 

where W and F are V-functors of the form 

W.V >V, F:V >£ 

with W covariant in the limit case and contravariant in the colimit case. In the case 
V = Set, this reduces simply to the limit or the colimit of the composite 

E\ts(W) >V £—>£. 

* Research supported by FNRS grant 1.5.221.07 
f Research supported by the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic under the grant 201/06/0664. 

The author aknowledges hospitality of the University of Louvain. 
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where Elts(VK) indicates the category of éléments of W. Choosing as weight W 
the constant functor on the singleton recaptures then the usual notions limF and 
colimF. 

It has been proved in [7] for the theory of locally finitely présentable catégories, 
and in [4] for the theory of finitely accessible catégories, that thèse théories can 
be generalized to the enriched context, provided that the base category V is itself 
locally finitely présentable, with moreover the property that finitely présentable ob-
jects are stable in V under finite tensor products. Such a V is called a locally finitely 
présentable base. 

Consider now a small category C and the corresponding topos C = [Cop, Set] 
of presheaves, viewed as a cartesian closed category. The topos C is always locally 
finitely présentable, but in gênerai a finite product of finitely présentable presheaves 
is not finitely présentable. We prove that this last property holds as soon as C admits 
finite weak multilimits. This very mild requirement is of course satisfied when C is 
finitely complète, or when C is finite. But the category A used to define simplicial 
sets admits also that property. Thus the topos of simplicial sets is a locally finitely 
présentable base. 

We develop our study not just in the case of simplicial sets, but for an arbitrary 
presheaf topos C which is a locally finitely présentable base. Conical limits and 
conical colimits in C are well-known to be computed pointwise as in Set. But what 
about the weighted limits and colimits? Let us thus consider C-functors F, W on a 
small C-category V. We can of course evaluate this situation at each object C eC 

V E > c evc(P) 6 V c ( F ) ) Set 

W evc{W) 

C Set 

and ask the question: do we hâve 

(\\mw F)(C) = limevc ( iy ) ev c (F) 

(colimvv F)(C) = colimevc(v1/) evc(F) ? 

The answer is yes for colimits, but no for limits. 
Now a filtered colimit in Set is one which is computed over a filtered category. 

In terms of weighted colimits over Set, this means thus a colimit indexed by a weight 
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W: V >Set whose category Elts(W) is filtered. This is precisely requiring that 
W is fiât, that is, its Kan extension along the Yoneda embedding préserves finite 
limits. 

A C-weight W : V >C is finite when V has finitely many objects, while each 
U(D,Df) and each W{D) are finitely présentable presheaves. A finite C-limit is 
one indexed by such a finite weight W. A fiât C-weight is one whose Kan extension 
along the C-Yoneda embedding préserves finite C-limits. And finally a filtered C-
colimit is one indexed by a fiât C-weight. 

Since weighted C-limits in C are not computed pointwise, the notion of flat C-
weight has no reason a priori to reduce to being pointwise flat over Set. As a con
séquence, the notion of filtered weighted C-colimit has no reason a priori to reduce 
pointwise to the ordinary notion of filtered colimit in Set. Nevertheless we show 
that thèse unexpected properties hold in the case of a locally finitely présentable 
base C. 

To prove this, given C-functors 

W:V >C, F.V >C 

we investigate first the form of (limw F)(C), which we know not to be in gênerai 
l'mevc(W0 evc(F). We express nevertheless (lim^ F)(C) as the conical limit of 
some adéquate functor 

FC:VW(C) >Set 

on some adéquate category V\\?(C). When W is a finite C-weight, the category 
Vw(C) is generally not finite, not even finitely présentable nor finitely generated, 
not even when C is a locally finitely présentable base. But in this last case, we prove 
the existence of a finite subdiagram Fw(C) Ç T>w(C) such that the limit of FQ 
can be equivalently computed just on Tw(C). 

It follows easily from that analysis that a C-weight which is pointwise flat over 
Set is in fact a flat C-weight. The converse is rather immédiate. Therefore filtered 
C-colimits in C are precisely those which are pointwise filtered in Set. 

We assume a reasonable familiarity with enriched category theory, as presented 
in [8] and chapter 6 of [3]. 

We thank Panegis Karazeris for fruitful discussions concerning our Proposi
tion 2 and our Example 5. 
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1 Finitely présentable bases of presheaves 

We fix once for ail a small category C and consider the corresponding topos C = 
[Cop, Set] of presheaves. We view C as a symmetric monoidal closed category via 
its cartesian closed structure. 

In [7] the theory of locally présentable catégories, and in [4] the theory of acces
sible catégories, are generalized to the enriched context. In the finitely présentable 
and finitely accessible cases, this is possible when 

1. the base category V is locally finitely présentable; 

2. the unit / G V is finitely présentable; 

3. if A, B G V are finitely présentable, so is A ® B. 

Such a symmetric monoidal closed category V is called a locally finitely présentable 
base. 

Lemma 1 Let C be a small category such that: 

1. the terminal prèsheafl G C is finitely présentable in C; 

2. the product oftwo representable functors is finitely présentable in C. 

Then C is a locally finitely présentable base. 

Proof The finite products of representable functors constitute a strongly gener-
ating family, stable under binary products, and constituted of finitely présentable 
objects. One concludes by Proposition 1.3 in [4]. • 

Let us recall that the small category C admits finite weak multilimits when for 
every finite diagram in C, one can find finitely many cônes T i , . . . , Tn on this dia-
gram such that every cône T on the diagram factors in at least one way through at 
least one of the selected cônes IY When the factorization is unique through a unique 
Ti, we recapture the notion of finite multilimit. On the other hand when n = 1, we 
get the notion of finite weak limit. 

The following resuit can be infered from the results in [6]; we give hère a direct 
proof, for the comfort of the reader. 

Proposition 2 When the small category C admits finite weak multilimits, the topos 
C is a locally finitely présentable base. 
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Proof Consider first two objects C,D G C and a finite weak multiproduct of them 

{C<-Pi—Pi-P^D)i=l „. 

By définition of a finite weak multiproduct, the morphism 

n 

7: ]JC(-,P,) »C(- C)xC(-,D) 
t=\ 

of composition with pf and p^ is surjective in each component. This proves already 
that C(-, C) x C(-, £>) is finitely generated. 

Consider next, for each pair (z, j) of indices, the finite weak multiple limit of 
the following diagram 

Diagram (i,j) 

> D 

which reduces to giving morphisms 

with the adéquate property. Compositions with \£ and p£J yield two morphisms 

C(-,Lif)^^f[C(-,Pt) 
t = l 

identified by 7. This yields further two morphisms A and p 

JJC(-4J')===IUC(-Pt)^^^C(-C')xC(-,JD) 

such that 7 o A = 7 o p. Therefore we get a factorization ô of (A, p) through the 
kernel pair of 7. If we can prove that ô is surjective, we shall hâve 7 = Coker (A, p) 
and thus C(-,C) x C(—,D) will be finitely présentable. 
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Choose thus (u: X >P?, v: X >Pj) in the kernel pair of 7. This means 
C C D D 

pj O U = pj o i;, p" ou = Pj o v. 

The pair (u, v) is a cône on Diagram (z,j) above, thus there exist an index k and a 
factorization w making the following diagram commutative 

X 

This proves that (u, v) = Sx{w). 
It remains to prove that the terminal presheaf is finitely présentable. The finite 

multilimit of the empty diagram consists in finitely many objects Pi , P n , in 
such a way that for every object C e C, there exists at least an arrow to at least one 
Pi. This means that the morphism 

n 

[ ] C ( - P?-) »1 
2 = 1 

is surjective , thus 1 is already finitely generated. The kernel pair of this morphism 
is simply 

and since C is cartesian closed, this is also 

nc(-,^)xc(-Pj). 

By the first part of the proof, this is a finitely présentable object, proving eventually 
that 1 itself is finitely présentable. D 
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Example 3 When C is a category with finite limits, the topos C of presheaves is a 
finitely présentable base. 

Proof This is a very spécial instance of proposition 2. D 

Example 4 When C is a finite category, the topos C of presheaves is a finitely pré
sentable base. 

Proof Given a finite diagram in C, the set of ail cônes on it is trivially a finite weak 
multilimit. • 

Our following example is the one which originally motivated our study; a dif
férent (and unpublished) proof of it has been presented by P. Karazeris at the 83rd 
PSSL in Glasgow (2006). 

Example 5 The topos of simplicial sets is a finitely présentable base. 

Proof Write Pos for the category of posets. The category A is the full subcategory 
of Pos whose objects are the non-empty finite ordered chains 

[n] = {0 < 1 < . . . < n- 1 < n}. 

The topos of simplicial sets is that of presheaves on A. 
Given a finite diagram V in A, let L be its limit in Pos. If this limit is empty, 

the empty family of cônes is a finite weak multilimit of V in A. Otherwise every 
cône on D in A factors through L, thus through a non-empty finite subchain of L. 
The limit cône in Pos restricted to ail the non-empty finite subchains of L is then a 
finite weak multilimit oïV in A. D 

Counterexample 6 When C is an infinité discrète category, the topos C is not a 
locally finitely présentable base. 

Proof Each representable functor C(-,C) takes the value 1 at C and the empty 
set elsewhere. Every finite colimit of representable functors has thus only finitely 
many non empty components. Therefore the terminal presheaf 1 is not finitely 
présentable. • 
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2 Pointwise weighted colimits 

The results of this section hold for an arbitrary small category C, even if we shall 
only need them in the case of a locally finitely présentable base C. 

We investigate hère the form of weighted limits and weighted colimits in cate
gory theory enriched in C. Let us recall that given two enriched functors defined on 
a small enriched category V 

W:D >C, F:V >C, 

the limit of F weighted by W consists in an object L e C together with C-natural 
isomorphisms 

Nat (^ ,C(P ,F( - ) ) )^C(F ,L) 

where Nat indicates the object of C-natural transformations and P runs through C. 
Weighted colimits are defined dually, using a contravariant weight W: 

Nat (^ ,C(F( - ) ,P ) )^C(L ,P ) . 

For every object C G C we hâve an évaluation functor 

ev c :C >Set, P ^ P{C). 

This is a morphism of symmetric monoidal closed catégories, which is strict as a 
monoidal functor (it préserves binary products). This induces in particular a corre-
sponding 2-functor 

evc: C-Cat >Cat 

mapping a small C-category V on the ordinary category with the same objects and 
whose sets of morphisms are given by 

evcCD)(X,Y) = V(X,Y)(C). 

Définition 7 Given a small C-category V and two C-functors 

W:V >C, F.V >C 

we say that the weighted C-limit \\rr\w F is computed pointwise when for every 
object C eC 

(\\mw F)(C) = l ime v c ( w ) evc(F). 

An analogous définition holdsfor weighted C-colimits. 
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Let us observe at once that: 

Proposition 8 The weighted C-colimits ofC-valued C-enriched functors are com

puted pointwise. 

Proof We consider the situation of définition 7, with W contravariant. The 
weighted colimit can be computed as a coend 

rDev coiïmw F = fUEU W{D) x F(D) 

W(D) x F(D) W{Df) x F{D') 

W(D') xF{D) xV{D,D') 

that is, as an ordinary conical colimit involving the "tensors" W(D) x F(D). But 
ail thèse ingrédients are computed pointwise as in Set. • 

The readers familiar with internai limits and colimits in the topos C will not be 
amazed to meet an opposite conclusion in the case of limits. 

Counterexample 9 The weighted C-limit ofan C-valued C-enriched functor is gen-

erally not computed pointwise. 

Proof First let us observe why the argument in Proposition 8 does not transpose 
to the case of weighted limits. In the limit case one would hâve to consider the end 

K™\VF = JD€VC(W(D),F(D)). 

This end can be expressed as an ordinary conical limit of "cotensors". The conical 

limit is of course computed pointwise as in Set, but the "cotensor" C (W(D), F(D)) 

is the exponentiation in the topos C, which is by no means computed pointwise as 

in Set. 
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To construct an explicit counterexample, simply take for V the "unit" C-category, 
that is the category with a single object D and V(D, D) the terminal presheaf. In 
that case W and F reduce to two objects of C and the limit reduces to the cotensor 
[W, F], that is, the exponentiation Fw in the topos C. On the other hand, for every 
object C G C, evcÇD) is the terminal category and evc{W), evc(F) reduce to giv-
ing the two sets W(C), F(C). The corresponding limit limevc(vy) evc(F) is thus 
simply the exponentiation F(C)W^ in Set. 

By the Yoneda lemma, for every object C e C 

FW{C) = Na t (C( - ,C) ,F v y ) = Nat(C(- ,C) x W,F) 

where Nat indicates hère the sets of natural transformations. It is clear that in gên
erai, this is not the same as 

F(C)W{C) = Set(W(C),F(C)). D 

This difficulty in the case of C-limits is somehow the motivation for the présent 
paper. 

3 Flat weights 

We keep assuming that the topos C of presheaves is a locally finitely présentable 
base. We borrow the following définitions from [7] and [4]. 

Définition 10 By a finite weighted C-limit is meant a limit weighted by a C-functor 

W: V >C such that: 

1. V has finitely many objects; 

2. for ail D, D' e V, V(D, D') G C is finitely présentable; 

3. for ail D G V, W(D) G C is finitely présentable. 

Définition 11 A flat C-weight is a contravariant functor W : V >C whose C-Kan 
extension along the C-Yoneda embedding 

LanyW: [£>,C] >C 

préserves finite weighted C-limits. A filtered weighted C-colimit is one whose weight 
isfiat. 
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It is well-known that in the case of sets (i.e. when C is the terminal category), 
our définition 11 coïncides with the usual notion of flat functor. This notion, in the 
case of sets, is particularly handy since it is équivalent to the category of éléments 
of the weight being filtered in the usual sensé. 

Now since finite weighted C-limits are generally not computed pointwise, being 
a flat C-weight and thus being a filtered weighted C-colimit has a priori no reason 
to be a pointwise notion. The main resuit of this paper will show that when C is a 
locally finitely présentable base, C-flatness reduces to pointwise Set-flatness. 

Let us at once observe that C-flatness implies pointwise flatness. 

Proposition 12 Suppose that the topos C of presheaves is a finitely présentable 
base. Then every flat C-weight is pointwise flat. 

Proof Given a C-flat weight W : V >C, its Kan extension along the C-Yoneda 
embedding préserves finite weighted C-limits. Therefore it préserves ordinary fi
nite conical limits, simply because ordinary finite limits can be presented as finite 
weighted C-limits. 

Indeed, write T for the free C-category generated by a finite category T\ same 
objects, with T{X,Y) = 1 1 ^ x ^ ) 1 . Given a C-category A, the limit of an ordi
nary functor F : T >A is the weighted limit of the C-factorization F : T >A 

weighted by the constant C-functor Ai on the terminal presheaf 1. But 1 is finitely 
présentable since C is a finitely présentable base. Thus Ai is indeed a finite C-
weight. 

Now conical finite limits are computed pointwise both in [£>op,C] and in C, 
proving that in Set, evc(H/r)-weighted colimits commute with finite limits. This 
proves that each evc(W) is flat. D 

4 Pointwise form of weighted limits 

Once more the results of this section are valid for an arbitrary small category C, even 
if we shall need them only in the case where the topos C of presheaves is a finitely 
présentable base. 

We want this time to investigate the pointwise form of a weighted C-limit limyv F, 
that is, the value of the set (Iimj4/ F)(C) for an object C G C. By counter-example 9 
we know already that in gênerai, this is not limevc(vv) evc(F). 

The case of internai limits in a topos of presheaves on a topological space some-
how guides the intuition to handle this question. The internai limit of an internai 
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diagram at some level U is constituted of those families which are compatible along 
the diagram, not only at the level U, but also at every lower level V C U. And at 
the level V, there can indeed appear in the diagram some morphisms which are not 
restrictions of morphisms at the level U. 

Construction 13 Given a covariant C-functor W : V >C on a small C-category 
V, we construct a covariant functor 

H>Cat Vw: C — 

where Cat indicates the category of small catégories. 

Proof Let us fix an object CQ G C. 

1. The objects of T>w(Co) are the quadruples (C, / , D, x) where 

• / : C >C0inC, 

• xeW(D){C) with DeV. 

2. A morphism is a pair 

(CJ,D,x)-^h(C'J',D',x') 

where 

• <p:C >CinC; 

C « 

• ô: D >D' in evC'(P), i.e. ô e V(D, D')(C); 

• fo<p = f; 

• x' = W(S)(<p)(x) 
where for simplicity we hâve written W(S)(<j)) to indicate the composite 

W(D)(C) W{D){ip) >W{D){C) es/c'iW^ô\w(D')(C). 
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3. The composition is that induced by the compositions of C and V: given 

(C, /, D, x)-^U(C, /', D\ X')-^X(C", /", D", x") 
their composite is 

(if/, ô') o (<p, 5) = {<po <p', ô' o V(D, D')(<p)(ô)) 

where indeed 

V(D, £>')(</) : V{D, D')(C) >V(D, D'){C"), 

Ô^V(D,D')(<p')(ô) 

with now in evc" (V) 

DV(D,D'W)(6^D, ô' ^D„ 

It is routine to observe that we hâve so defined a category ZV(Co). 
Consider now a morphism 7: CQ >Ci in C. We define a functor 

Vw(j):Vw(C0) >ÎV(Ci) 

in the following way: 

1. Vw(7)(C, f,D,x) = (C, 7 of,D,x) 

C0
 1 > Ci 

x e W(D)(C) 

C 

2. given 

(C,f,D,x)-^h(C'J',D',x') 

in Vw (Cb), w e define 

2V(7)(^*) = ( ^* ) : (C ,7o / ,Aa r ) >(C, 7 ° Z ' ^ V ) 
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O, -> c. 

7 ° / ' 

C <- V c 
Checking the détails is routine. D 

Construction 14 Given two covariant C-functors 

W: V >C, F: V >C 

on a small C-category V, we constructfor each object CQ G C a covariant functor 

FCo--V\V(Co) >Set 

such that for every morphism 7: Co >C\ in C, thefollowing diagram commutes: 

Vw(Co) Vw{l) >Pn-(Ci) 

Set 

Proof It suffices to define 

1. given(C,/,D,x)GPH,(C0) 

FCo(C,f,D,x) = F(D)(C); 

2. given (<p,5): (C,f,D,x) >(C',f',D\x')\nVw(C0) 

FCo(^ô): F(D)(C) >F(D')(C) 

is the composite 

F(D)(C) F { D ^ >F(D)(C) e V c ' ( F ) W ) F ( D ' ) ( C ) . 
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Checking the functoriality is routine. Notice that trivially, given a morphism 7 : CQ >C\ 
inC, 

{FCl o % ( 7 ) ) ( C , / , A i ) = FCl(C,jof,D,x) 

= F(D)(C) 

= FCo(C,f,D,x). 

This proves the resuit. D 

The whole point about thèse constructions is then: 

Proposition 15 Given two covariant C-functors 

W.V >C, F.V >C 

on a small C-category V, with the notation of Constructions 13 and 14, one has 

{\\mw F){C) = lim Fc 

while given 7 : CQ > d in C 

(limw.F)(7): \\n\FCl >limFCo 

is the canonical factorization through the limits induced by the functor 

ZV(7) : Vw(Co) >Vw(Ci). 

Proof Let us put L(C) — lim FQ. The commutative triangle F^ o I V ( 7 ) = Fc0 

induces at once a factorization lim Fci > Nm Fc0 which we define to be L(-y). 

limFc, » - ^ >limFCo 

P(C,-)of,D.x)\ /P(CJ,D,x) 

F(D)(C) 

This yields a presheaf L G C and we must prove that L = Wmyv F. 
The weighted limit limu' F is given by the end 

Hmwf = SD[W(D),F(D)]. 

This end is the ordinary conical limit of a diagram constituted of co-spans, 
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[W(D),F(DJ\ [W(D'),F{D')\ 

[V(D,D'),[W(D),F(D% 

one for each pair of objects D, D' G £>, with the two morphisms of the co-span 
induced respectively by the actions of F and W on the arrows. This ordinary conical 
limit is computed pointwise in C and we know that 

[W(D),F(D)](C0) = Nat(C(- Cb) x W(D),F(D)) 

where Nat indicates the set of natural transformations. But such a natural transfor
mation 

aD: C(-,C0) x W(D) => F(D) 

consists in giving, for each object C G C, each arrow / G C(C, Cb) and each 
élément x G W(D)(C), a corresponding élément in F(D). The conical limit of 
the diagram of co-spans above consists then in giving a compatible family of such 
natural transformations, that is, a family of éléments in the various FCo(C, / , D, x), 
for ail objects of £V(Cb). It remains to observe — and this is routine computation 
— that the compatibility condition on the natural transformations ap, together with 
the naturality of each ap, is équivalent to the compatibility of the corresponding 
family of éléments along the functor FCo on VW(C0), that is, to giving an élément 
ofL(C0) = limFCo. D 

5 Filtered weighted colimits 

We restrict again our attention to the case of a finitely présentable base C. We want 
first to prove that for a finite C-weight W, the diagrams VW(C) of Construction 13 
are "essentially finite". For that, we first need a lemma. 

Lemma 16 Given a finitely présentable presheaf P G C, 

/. there existfinitely many objects C i , . . . ,CninC and corresponding éléments 
Xi G P{Ci) such that for each object C e C and each élément x G P(C), 
there exists an index i and an arrow f : C >Q such that x = P(f)(xi); 
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2. there exist finitely many objects Ai,...,Am and corresponding pairs ofar-

rows 

such that 

• P(aj)(xi{aJ)) = P(f3j)(xi(gj)); 

• with the notation of condition 1, given an arbitrary span in C 

Ci<r~^—C- 1> ->Ci> 

ifP(ip)(xi) = P(i/>)(xit), there exists a commutative "zig-zag" in C 

^ln-2 X.în-1 

n =CÏ' 

with each span 

<V.<- -Ajk >Cik 

having the form (ajk, f3jk ) or (/3jfc, ajk ) . 

Proof This follows at once from the fact that P is a coequalizer of the form 

m Où n 

UC(-,AJ)==4]JC(-,CO-^^>P. 
j = i 

/3 2 = 1 

This coequalizer, as well as the two finite coproducts, are computed pointwise as in 
Set. And thèse coproducts are disjoint. Giving x is équivalent to give 

Xi:C(-,Ci) >P 

for each index z, that is, by the Yoneda lemma, some X{ G P(C{). The first condition 

expresses exactly the fact that \c is surjective. 
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Next giving a is équivalent to giving for each index j 

m n 

c(-,^-)—**-> IIc(-,^-)—QL-^L[c(-ci). 
3=1 i=l 

By disjointness of the second coproduct and the Yoneda lemma, this is équiva
lent to giving some c*j in some C(Aj,Ci). An analogous argument holds for /3. 
Now P((p)(xi) = P(il>)(xii) can be rephrazed as x»,c(v>) = Xi',cW, that is 
as xc(^) = XcW- The zig-zag condition of the statement follows then from 
the well-known construction of the équivalence relation yielding the coequalizer 
Xc = Coker («c, Pc) in Set. D 

Proposition 17 When C is a locally finitely présentable base and the functor W: V— 
is a finite C-weight, each category T>w(C) as in Construction 13 is essentially finite, 
that is, there exists a finite diagram TW{CQ) Ç T>W{C) such that the limit of an 
arbitrary functor H : T>w (Co) >Set can be equivalently computed on Tw(Co). 

Proof Consider a functor H as in the statement; its limit is the set of compatible 
families 

a(c,/,D,*) e H{CJ,D,x), (C,/,D,x) G VW(C0). 

We shall step by step construct ^V(Co) Ç T>w{Co), the expected finite subdia-
gram. 

We use freely the notation of Construction 13, for the fixed object Co G C. We 
consider the presheaf 

P = C(-Co)x(]JW(D))x[ U V{D',D")\. 
\Dev / \D',D"ev J 

Since V has finitely many objects while each W(D) and each T>(D, D') are finitely 
présentable, the fact that C is a finitely présentable base implies that P is a finitely 
présentable presheaf. As in Lemma 16 we hâve thus a coequalizer 

m Q n 

JJc(-,^)==4Uc(-,c,)-^^>p 

But since C is cartesian closed, we hâve also 

P= U C(- Co) x W(D) x V(D', D"). 
D,D',D"eV 
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This coproduct is computed as in Set so that by disjointness, each composite 

n 

Xi: C(-,Q)—Jj-^JJcc-.co—2^P 
2 = 1 

factors through exactly one of the terms of the coproduct. Thus for each index i, 
there are uniquely determined objects Du D[, D" such that \i = X ° *» factors 
through 

C(-,C0 )xW(A)xP(A-,A , / ) . 

The identity on d is then mapped by \i o n a t r i P l e 

f'.d >C0, Xi£W{Di){Ci\ SieViD^D^id). 

Now given an arbitrary object (C, / , D, x) G £V(C 0 ) , we hâve in particular 

( / ,*, idg) G C(C,Co) x W(D)(C) x V{D,D)(C) 

where idg is the identity morphism on D in evc(£>). Applying our Lemma 16 we 

get the existence of an index i and an arrow y : C >C2 such that 

But by disjointness of the coproduct above, this forces both triples to be in the same 

term of the coproduct. This means in particular D{ = D[ = D" = D. We can thus 

rephrase the equality above as the existence of a morphism 

foidg): (CufuDuXi) >(CJ,D,x) 

in VW{CQ). We first put in our diagram Fw(Co) ail the finitely many objects 

Let us switch a moment back to lim H. With the notation above, by compatibil

ity of the family a(c,f,D,xy w e hâve 

This proves already that 

A compatible family 

a(c,/,D,x) e H(CJ,D,x), (C,/,D,x) G VW(C0) 

is entirely determined by its components 

a(Ci,fi,Di,xi) € H(Ci,fi,Di,Xi), i = 1 , . . . , ' ,n 
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This fact will of course be preserved when enlarging further the diagram Tw{C^). 
Still with the notation of Lemma 16, let us now consider the diagram 

¢ ( - ^ ) ^ 0 ( - ^ ) C(-Co) 

a P Piy 

11^(-,^)-½ p P2 ^UDW(D) 

UD',D»V(D',D") 

Again by disjointness of the coproducts the composites with P2 and p% factor through 
a unique term of the coproducts. This détermines thus objects Ej, Ej, E" G V to-
gether with 

93 : A3 ->C0, yjeWiEjXAj), ejeV(E'j,E'!)(Aj). 

But again by disjointness of the coproducts, a o sj factors through a unique term 
C ( - , CJ (Q j } ) , so that necessarily Ej = C2(Q j}. An analogous argument holds for /3, 
proving eventually that 

Di, -\ — -Ê/i — -^2/Q -\ 
l(a,j) J M/3-.?) 

And still an analogous argument shows that 

Di{Qj) =EJ = Di{M> Dï{aJ) =EJ= D"{M-

This gives in particular the following situation in T>w{Co) 

(ûj,idEi) W^) 

{AjidjiEjiVj) 
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Let us add ail those finitely many objects and arrows to our diagram FwiCo). 
Let us now make a second détour to our limit lim H. With this extended version 

of J-V(Co), we are now already able to prove that: 

Given a compatible family of éléments 

a(c,/,D,x) £ # ( C , / , D , x ) , ( C , / , D , x ) G JV(C 0 ) 

there exists a unique way to extend it into a family of éléments 

a(c,/,D,x) G tf(C,/,L>,x), ( C , / , D , x ) G ÎV(Cb) 

w/z/c/z isfurther compatible along ail the morphisms of the form 

{d,\àc
D,):{C.f,D,x) >(C',f,D',x'). 

We hâve already seen that given (C, / , D, x) G 2 ^ ( 0 ) ) we can find an index 
i and an arrow (ip, idg) as above; necessarily, to satisfy our intermediate statement, 
we must define 

a(cj.D,x) = ff(^idg)(a(cl-,/l-,DI-,xi))-

Let us first make sure that this définition is independent of the choice of the index i 
and the morphism ip. 

Let us thus assume to hâve 

(CiJuDuXi)^'^ (CJ,D,x) ^'^Mc^fi^D^xe). 

This can be rephrased as having 

P{ip)Ui,Di,xu8i) = ( / ,D,x , idg) = PWtfviDi^Xi'M' 

Condition 2 in Lemma 16 yields then a corresponding commutative zig-zag in C. 
Keeping in mind the various equalities like Ej = Ci{a jy and so on, it is easy to 
observe that this zig-zag can be seen as the "first component" of a corresponding 
commutative zig-zag in V\V{CQ). Simply replace 

• each object Ck by (Cfc, fk, Dk, Sk); 

• each object Ai by (Ahgh Ehyt)\ 

• the object C by (C, / , D, x); 
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• each arrow 6 by (0, id). 

Of course, the direction of each arrow has now been reversed. Ail the morphisms 
corresponding to the upper part of the zig-zag in Lemma 16 are now in our extended 
diagram Tw{C)\ therefore the compatibility of the various 

a(ckJk,Dk,xk) ^ H(CkJkiDk,xk) 

along this upper zig-zag, together with the commutativity of the bottom part of 
the diagram, implies that ail the o.(ckjk,Dk,xk) are mapped on the same élément of 
H(C, / , £>, x). In particular, 

H(<P,\dZ)(a{clJhDlA)) = H(^id%)(a(CWi/tDifAt)) 

as required. 
The proof of our intermediate statement follows at once. Since the définition of 

a(C'j',D',x')is independent of the various choices that one can make, simply choose 
to défi ne it the composite 

(d, fi, DU Xi) - ^ 1 ¾ (C, f, D, x) - i ^ U (C, f',D', x'); 

this makes the conclusion trivial. 
But this is not yet the end of the story: we must still make sure that the extended 

family of éléments in H is compatible along ail the morphisms of T>W(C0). To 
achieve this,it is necessary to extend once again our finite diagram TX{CQ). 

Notice that an arbitrary morphism OÏVW{CQ) can always be factored as 

(C,/ ,D,s) M >(C',/ ' ,D',x') 

{C',f,D,W(D)(e)(x)) 

Since we ensured already the compatibility along (0, id), it remains to take care of 
the compatibility along (id, ô). 

Consider thus a morphism of T>W(C0) of the form 

(idc,*): (C,/,D,x) > (C , / ,DV) . 
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We have in particular 

(f,x,ô) € C(C,C0) x W(D)(C) x V(D,D')(C) ç P(C). 

Thus we have an index i and a morphism (p: C >Ci such that 

P{ip)(fi,Xi,6i) = ( / ,£ ,£) . 

Once more by disjointness of the coproduct describing P , necessarily, 

Di = D, 6ieV(D,Df)(Ci). 

We obtain in this way the following commutative square in T>W{CQ): 

(id,*) 
[S-^ii Jii L'it %i) 

ifpM) 

(C,f,D,x)-

.(GJuD'^amD'WiKxi)) 

(<p, id) 

(id,*) MCJ,D',x') 

We conclude the construction of our finite diagram Fw{Co) by adding ail the 

(Ci, fi, Di,Xi) (id,ft). 
(Ci,fi,D',evCi(W(F>'Wi)(xi)) 

for ail indices i. 
It is now obvious to conclude our proof. With our final définition of !Fw{Co), a 

family 
ûfC/.D,*) e H(CJ,D,x), (C,/,£>,*) G JV(Co) 

can thus be extended in a unique way in a family 

a(c,/,D,x) e fl(C,/,D,i), (CJ,D,x) G 2 M C o ) 

which is compatible along ail the morphisms (y?, id), as we already known, but also 
along ail the morphism (id,*), since thèse are now in the diagram FwiCo)- By 
commutativity of the square above, the family is also compatible along the bottom 
morphism (id, S). • 
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Theorem 18 When the topos C of presheaves on a small category C is a locally 
finitely présentable base, the following conditions are équivalent, given a small C-
enriched category V: 

1. the C-functor W : V yC is C-flat; 

2. for every object C e C, the functor evc(VK) : evc(£>) >Set isflat, that is, 
its category of éléments is filtered. 

In other words, the filtered C-colimits colimw F are those which are pointwise fil
tered in Set. 

Proof One implication is attested by Proposition 12. The other one follows at 
once from Propositions 15 and 17. D 
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